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Abstract. Whilst swarms have potential in a range of applications,
in practical real-world situations, we need easy ways to supervise and
change the behaviour of swarms to promote robust performance. In this
paper, we design artificial supervision of swarms to enable an agent to
interact with a swarm of robots and command it to efficiently search
complex partially known environments. This is implemented through
artificial evolution of human readable behaviour trees which represent
supervisory strategies. In search and rescue (SAR) problems, consider-
ing uncertainty is crucial to achieve reliable performance. Therefore, we
task supervisors to explore two complex environments subject to vary-
ing blockages which greatly hinder accessibility. We demonstrate the im-
proved performance achieved with the evolved supervisors and produce
robust search solutions which adapt to the uncertain conditions.
Keywords: Swarm robotics, Artificial evolution, Behaviour trees, Search
and Rescue
1 Introduction
Swarm robotics studies the application of large numbers of agents which follow
simple local rules to generate complex emergent behaviours, often inspired by
swarms found in nature [1]. Swarms have been applied to problems from collec-
tive motion to decentralized consensus formation [2]. Whilst swarms show great
promise, in practical real-world situations we need easy ways for supervisors to
change the behaviour of the swarm in an intuitive and understandable way.
Supervision of swarms has previously been investigated within the area of
human swarm interaction (HSI) that includes a human operator as part of the
swarm system to perform supervision [3]. Performance can be improved by mon-
itoring the swarm’s state and using different methods of interaction to fix sub-
optimal behaviours. Much of the work in this area has focused on methods to
allow humans to interact with swarms to influence their behaviour. Many in-
vestigations employ the idea of switching between different swarm algorithms
to take advantage of different emergent behaviours [4]. Other methods include
interacting directly with the swarm’s environment to change low level goals and
manually take over control of individual agents [5]. Each control method has
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shown the ability to positively affect the swarm’s performance in varying sce-
narios. Other effects on human-swarm system performance include cognitive load
on the human operator [6], their knowledge of swarm dynamics [7], and rate of
interaction [8]. Our previous work has investigated methods to automate this
process through the evolution of behaviour trees that can monitor and change
the behaviour of the swarm. This produces human readable solutions, and en-
ables systematic exploration of supervisory strategies [9].
In this paper, we explore the evolution of an artificial supervisor to control
a swarm to search partially known, complex realistic environments. We aim to
produce supervisory strategies which are robust to variations in the environment
state and maintain high performance in comparison to solutions which special-
ize to a single environment state. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2
highlights similar areas of work and examples of exploration under uncertainty.
Section 3 details the simulated scenario and the methodology used to apply arti-
ficial evolution to produce swarm supervision strategies. Section 4 then presents
our findings and conclusions.
2 Related Work
Search and rescue (SAR) problems have been studied widely in swarm robotics as
they are well suited for these problems through the use of large numbers of simple
robots to cover large mission areas when compared to a single autonomous robot.
This is demonstrated by Arnold et al. who show high performance with simple
reactive behaviours [10]. The ability to search with limited sensing has also been
demonstrated in real-world experiments with a swarm of drones exploring an
indoor environment and only on-board sensing [11]. In addition, Hauert et al.
evolve novel approaches to sweeping environments using agents with no global
positioning information [12].
Examples of exploration in uncertain environments have been explored in
varying levels of complexity within the field of swarm robotics. Yang et al. com-
bine an ant colony search algorithm with pheromone mapping to efficiently cover
an uncertain environment by limiting the amount of overlapping paths of agents
[13]. Similarly, Pan et al. improve upon a particle-swarm optimization algorithm
when searching environments in the presence of noise using optimal comput-
ing budget allocation [14]. Whilst in both cases performance is improved these
problems are investigated in simple environments. Dirafzoon and Lobaton inves-
tigate the mapping of unknown environments using cockroach inspired swarm
behaviours [15]. This touches on some of the concepts presented in this paper
on adjusting parameters of the swarm behaviour during simulation to improve
performance. Whilst the algorithms presented perform highly, this subject is
discussed briefly and the environments that are investigated do not represent
complex real-world environments.
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3 Methodology
The following section will detail how artificial evolution has been applied to opti-
mise swarm supervision strategies for a SAR scenario in uncertain environments.
In this work we use behaviour trees (BT) to encode these supervisory strategies.
We apply artificial evolution to optimize the structure of these trees and produce
non-obvious high performing strategies.
3.1 Simulation
We investigate the exploration of indoor environments using a bespoke 2-D simu-
lator. Swarm agents travel at a constant speed of 0.5m/s and obstacle avoidance
is achieved using potential fields. Agents have no perception of their surround-
ings beyond the avoidance of obstacles and can sense their distance to other
agents. We measure the coverage of an environment based on the detection of
objectives distributed over the environment which the swarm must find. An ob-
jective is detected when the euclidean distance between an agent and objective
is less than 2.5m and can only be found once.
Fig. 1: Interface between the artificial supervisor and the swarm. The supervisor
receives global state information from the swarm which is used to trigger different
decisions. The supervisor sends global commands back to the swarm to change
its behaviour.
Whilst swarm agents follow their own set of local rules, the non-embodied
artificial supervisor which is separate to the swarm, observes the swarm’s state at
a global level and sends global level commands back to the swarm to facilitate
supervision. Figure 1 presents the interaction between supervisor and swarm.
The supervisor cannot perceive the shape of the environment and views the
swarm through global identity-free swarm metrics without need for direct agent
control. This is detailed further in section 3.3.
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(a) Environment A (b) Environment B
Fig. 2: Two example environments to perform a coverage task. Shown in each
are the starting positions of the swarm and numbered blockage points. The red
blockages highlight those which have the most effect on navigation which are
chosen for testing states. Blue blockages are excluded.
3.2 Exploring Uncertain Environment States
In this paper we investigate the problem of searching known environments with
varying levels of unknown blockages that hinder navigation. To do this, we first
consider where blockages might occur. In this investigation we focus on the
exploration of indoor environments and study two cases shown in figure 2. En-
vironment A, is based upon the real Bristol Robotics Laboratory floor plan and
environment B is a variation of A. Both environments measure 150m× 80m. In
each environment the swarm is deployed from the indicated starting point and
has to search the environment to find objectives which are evenly distributed in
increments of 2.5m for a total of 1800 objectives.
We explore blockages of pathways which alter the connectivity of the envi-
ronment and make navigation more difficult. We first identify the worst case
scenario which is the largest set of possible blockages such that the environment
is not disconnected. In this case the environment can still be fully traversed,
but the highest number of blockages are present. These set of blockages are
highlighted in figure 2. With the blockages labelled as shown in figure 2, we
measure how the addition of each individual blockage changes diffusion through
the environment. Through this process we can highlight how critical blockages
could change our requirements for supervisory search strategies and the need for
evolution. We deploy a swarm of 1000 random walkers which are launched from
the starting position and measure the probability of reaching different regions of
the environment. The walkers motion is tuned to give the best level of coverage.
At each position in the environment we record the proportion of time that the
space is occupied over a duration of 1500s. This produces a heat map over the
environment representing the probability of reaching each position.
To measure the overall difficulty of navigation, we calculate the proportion
of positions with less than 1 percent probability of being occupied under each
blockage. With this information we identify 4 critical blockages in each environ-
ment which reduce diffusion the most as indicated by the red blockages in figure
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Fig. 3: Normalized probability maps of different environment states subject to
blockages when deploying a swarm of 1000 random walkers. Each point in the
map indicates the normalized probability that the position was covered by an
agent, highlighting hard to reach blue regions.
2. The blue blockages showed lower affect and were excluded. Given the selection
of these blockages, we define a set of increasingly difficult environment states to
investigate.
s0 = ∅, s1 = {b1}, s2 = {b1, b2}, s3 = {b1, b2, b3}, s4 = {b1, b2, b3, b4}
Each environment state s0 to s4 refers to different possible configurations
of environments A and B subject to different sets of blockages. With each of
these states, we observe that the proportion of the environment which is left
largely uncovered increases from state s0 to s4 as shown in figure 3. In s1,
the addition of blockages has only slight affect on diffusion whereas s4 greatly
affects navigation. Whilst we could investigate randomly changing blockages, by
targeting the most significant blockages and worst-case scenario, we reduce the
need to evolve over a large set of states and more efficiently target the problem.
With a set of increasingly difficult environment states to explore, we next detail
the implementation of artificial supervision of swarms to robustly search these
set of environment states.
3.3 Swarm Supervisor
We represent the swarm supervisor in the form of a behaviour tree (BT). In
order to produce control strategies we define a set of actions and conditions that
allow the supervisor to interact with the swarm and can be constructed in the
form of a BT. For greater detail on this design process, refer to our previous
work [9].
Methods of Interaction The supervisor can command the swarm to execute
a desired swarm-level behaviour. This command is broadcast to all agents in the
swarm and changes the algorithm which they execute. In addition, the supervi-
sor can tune aspects of different behaviours by varying parameters of the local
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rules. In this investigation we include the following set of search based swarm
behaviours.
– Dispersion: When clustered together, agents are repelled by an exponential
force from one another causing them to disperse and cover a larger area
(fig 4a). When significantly spread out, agents will travel with random mo-
tion [16,17]. The supervisor can also vary a parameter, R, which scales the
strength of dispersion.
– Directed fields: The swarm will travel in a specified direction whilst repelling
nearby agents using the same rules as the dispersion behaviour (fig 4b).
We enable eight varying forms of this behaviour to direct the swarm north,
south, east, and west. As well as, north west, north east, south west, and
south east. These behaviours give much greater control to direct the swarm
to particular regions. Control over spread is also given by parameter R.
– Random walk : We implement a simple random walk behaviour where agents
travel at a constant speed and adjust their headings each time step based on
a uniform probability distribution (fig 4c). The supervisor can control the
degree of random motion with parameter K.
– Rotational random walks: By skewing the probability that agents choose
to turn in a certain direction, we generate behaviours where agents move
in random looping trajectories (fig 4d). We implement two forms of this
behaviour, clockwise and ant-clockwise rotation. The supervisor can also
can control the turning rate with parameter J .
Conditions In order for the swarm supervisor to decide upon a certain action,
knowledge of the swarm state is required. In this scenario the supervisor can
observe the median position, spread of the swarm, and coverage achieved during
simulation. The median position of the swarm is given in both the x direction,
µx, and y direction, µy. Spread, σ, is defined as the average distance from agent
to agent as defined in equation 1, where n is the total number of agents and
each agent ordinate is defined as xn and yn. Coverage, γ, is the proportion of
detected objectives to the total number of objectives.
This high level representation means the supervisor does not use knowledge of
each agent state to enable control. In addition, the supervisor has no knowledge
of the structure of the environment and must learn this through the evolutionary
process.
σ =
1
n(n− 1)
n∑
k=1
n∑
i=1:i 6=k
√
(xi − xk)2 − (yi − yk)2) (1)
Condition nodes are constructed using these real-time metrics when com-
pared to defined thresholds shown in table 1. This enables the supervisor to
perform simple checks to see if a metric is greater or less than a set value. The
thresholds that can be selected for the median are bounded within the size of
the environment, and similarly, the spread is limited to a high level of dispersion
within the bounds of the environment.
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(a) Dispersion with high
spread.
(b) Northeast directed field. (c) Random walk.
(d) Clockwise random walk. (e) Dispersion with reduced
spread.
Fig. 4: Examples of available swarm behaviours used for navigation. Each figure
depicts the swarm motion over 150 time steps with agent positions shown with
shifting colour from blue to red with the progression of time.
3.4 Evolving the Swarm Supervisor
We apply genetic programming (GP) to evolve BTs and optimize their structure
in order to produce high performing supervisory strategies. GP has previously
been applied to BTs in other applications [18]. Table 1 presents the available
nodes used to construct trees and highlights the limits that the conditional state-
ments must satisfy.
Evolutionary Algorithm We evaluate the fitness of strategies by the pro-
portion of objectives that are detected. The reward for finding each objective
also decays over time in order to promote fast exploration. Each objective has
a unique decay constant based on the probability maps discussed in section 3.2.
The probability of finding each objective scales the rate of decay, ρ, by equation
2 where δ is the probability of finding an objective, t is the current time, and T
is the total time duration. Therefore, objectives with a low probability of being
found decay slower, maintaining a higher reward. Each environment state under
investigation has a unique probability map such that the rate of decay varies
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Table 1: The limits defined by the GP algorithm for the types of nodes that can
be selected to produce BTs.
Node type Selection Choices
Operator Selector / Sequence (Between 2-7 children)
Action node Emergent behaviours: Dispersion / North / South / East / West /
North East / North West / South East / South West / Random walk
/ Clockwise random walk / Anti-clockwise random walk
Param set: R ∈ [1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60]
J ∈ [0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09]
K ∈ [0.005, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.04]
Condition
node
µx>-38, µx>-34, µx>-30, ... increment by 4 ..., µx>30, µx>34, µx>38
µx<-38, µx<-34, µx<-30, ... increment by 4 ..., µx<30, µx<34, µx<38
µy>-38, µy>-34, µy>-30, ... increment by 4 ..., µx>30, µy>34, µy>38
µy<-38, µy<-34, µy<-30, ... increment by 4 ..., µx<30, µy<34, µy<38
σ>2, σ>6, σ>10, ... increment by 4 ..., σ>26, σ>30, σ>34
σ<2, σ<6, σ<10, ... increment by 4 ..., σ<26, σ<30, σ<34
γ>0.1, γ>0.2, γ>0.3, ... increment by 0.1 ..., γ>0.7,γ>0.8, γ>0.9
γ<0.1, γ<0.2, γ<0.3, ... increment by 0.1 ..., γ<0.7,γ<0.8, γ<0.9
depending on the difficulty of each state. This helps scale the fitness reward in
accordance with the difficulty of each environment state.
ρ = exp
(
−3δt
T
)
(2)
The fitness function used to evaluate solutions is then defined by equation 3.
Each individual has n attempts to search the environment which is set to 4. The
score per run, β, is the summation of all objectives detected and their associated
rewards and, α, is the total number of objectives. The size of evolved BTs are
also limited to a maximum number of nodes τ . This applies pressure on the
evolution to find concise and efficient solutions. When training a supervisor over
different environment states, the fitness is averaged across each of those states.
Evolution aims to maximize fitness.
Fitness =

1
nα
n∑
k=1
β if τ <= 100
0 if τ > 100
(3)
We implement a standard evolutionary island model using three islands with
identical conditions [19]. We ran evolutionary runs over 300 generations with a
population of 40 individuals on each island. At each generation, we used tour-
nament selection with groups of 3 individuals followed by single point crossover,
single point mutation, and sub-tree growth. Elitism is used to save the best 6
individuals from each generation. For each search, we set a time limit of 1500
seconds. This time period is sufficiently long to fully explore the environments.
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4 Results
4.1 Behaviour Benchmarks
Before evaluating the performance of the evolved supervisory strategies, we test
the performance of each individual swarm behaviour when deployed without
supervision in each environment state (fig 5a and 5b) to highlight where evolved
supervision is needed.
For environment A, we see that the random behaviours perform well, with
the clockwise walk performing the highest whilst the random walk and dispersion
also perform well. When deploying this behaviour we see that it is very useful for
cycling in and out of rooms, following the edge of the interior, before then exiting
to continue through the environment (fig 6a). For environment B, we see that
again dispersion performs well, whereas, the rotational walks perform much lower
than in environment A. In this case, there are several places where agents can
become stuck looping over the same area when passing through certain pathways
(fig 6b). The use of the rotation behaviours appear very effective in certain types
of environments where many paths are open, however in environment B, these
types of motions are not suitable in bent corridors. The benchmarks highlight
that we cannot rely on these singular behaviours to solve these problems and
highlight that behaviours become susceptible to changes in environment states,
causing significant drops in performance.
4.2 Evolved Supervisory Control
The aim of this investigation is to produce solutions that can robustly search en-
vironments under the presence of unknown blockages. We first evolve supervision
of the swarm in only state s0 where no blockages are present and the supervisor
is not exposed to changes in the environment state. We then run further config-
urations where each supervisor is exposed to at least two possible environment
states during evolution. These different training configurations are presented in
figures 5c and 5d. Each row shows the performance of an evolved supervisor
which has been subject to a unique set of training states during evolution. We
see the increase in performance in relation to figures 5a and 5b demonstrates the
value of artificial supervision over the deployment of an unsupervised swarm. In
addition, we observe the ability to produce generalizable solutions where super-
visors achieve high performance across each environment state. In the following
sections we examine these solutions and how they form robust strategies.
4.3 Qualitative Analysis of Evolved Supervision
In both environments, supervisors interacted with the swarm by selecting specific
sequences of swarm behaviours with fine tuned control of spread and degree of
random motion. We found that supervisors opted to use combinations of the
random walk, rotational walks, and the directed field behaviours. We saw very
few uses of dispersion despite performing well in the benchmarks.
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(a) Swarm behaviours without supervi-
sion in environment A.
(b) Swarm behaviours without super-
vision in environment B.
(c) Evolved solutions in environment A. (d) Evolved solutions in environment B.
Fig. 5: Fitness of the evolved supervisory strategies under each possible environ-
ment state. Each data point is the average performance over 100 trials. Each
row represents the best evolved supervisor from each set of training states. The
red boxes indicate the performance in the states of which the supervisor was
trained. Supervisors trained over multiple environment states produce more ro-
bust performance.
If we first examine the supervisor trained in only state s0 in environment A,
we see that the supervisor scores highly when searching in state s0 as expected.
The supervisor initially uses the random walk behaviour to spread out in all di-
rections before switching to the clockwise walk. The random walk performs well
initially, however agents become trapped in rooms more easily after a short pe-
riod of time. The supervisor identifies this and switches to the clockwise random
walk which is better suited to enter and exit rooms. The supervisor finishes by
commanding the swarm to head east, forming a final sweep of the environment
near the end of the search period. This approach was able to achieve up to 94
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(a) Clockwise random walk cover-
age in environment A
(b) Clockwise random walk cover-
age in environment B
Fig. 6: Coverage of a swarm of 100 agents when performing only a clockwise
random walk. Agent trajectories are plotted with colour shifting from blue to
red over time. Whilst very effective in environment A, the behaviour breaks
easily under the right conditions where agents become trapped in environment
B.
percent coverage of the environment. This shows the benefit of the supervisor
to identify the advantages of each type of behaviour and combine them into an
effective search strategy.
Whilst this supervisor performs well in state s0, when evaluated in the
blocked states we see that performance drops quickly with very low performance
in s4 as shown in fig 5c. Under the additional blockages the supervisor attempts
to use the random walk which causes the majority of agents to become stuck
near the starting position resulting in minimal exploration.
4.4 Robust Search Strategies
In environment A, when training over s0 and one additional state up to s3, there
is shown to be little variation in overall performance and still poor performance
in s4. This suggests that the addition of blockages s1 to s3 do not have significant
effect on how we should change supervision.
However, when the supervisor is evolved over s4, we see that performance
in this state is greatly improved. Every supervisor trained including state 4
takes a different approach to the previous supervisors as illustrated in fig 7 and
shown in simulation (video link). Rather than first using random behaviours, 3
of the solutions first direct the swarm east away from the additional blockage
stopping access to the center of the environment (fig 7a). This directs the swarm
across to the bottom right of the environment to avoid the blockages. In one
case the north movement is used with high spread which inadvertently pushes
agents east then up the right side of the environment. Under state s4, using
the random behaviours initially performs poorly where the use of the clockwise
random walk causes agents to become trapped within a loop near the starting
point. This is the reason why solutions on row 1 to 4 which aren’t trained over s4
perform poorly. After being directed around the blockages in s4, the supervisors
switch to the clockwise random walk which becomes effective at passing upwards
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(a) Initially directs the swarm east
away from blockages. Time-step 275.
(b) Switch to clockwise random walk to
cycle upwards. Time-step 626.
(c) Finish by switching to random walk
for greater coverage. Time-step 1420.
(d) The supervisory behaviour tree
evolved over states s1 to S4.
Fig. 7: The behaviour of the supervisor trained over states s1 to s4 when deployed
in environment A. The stages of this solution are captured when searching the
environment in state s4 showing the swarm being diverted around blockages
highlighted in red.
and around the blockages (fig 7b) and finishing with a normal random walk (fig
7c). In addition, when these solutions are deployed in states s0 to s3 with fewer
blockages, this approach is still effective and the supervisor switches faster to
the clockwise random walk behaviour, identifying the lack of blockages.
4.5 Performance Variation Between Environments
In environment B, we observe different trends. As previously highlighted, we
see a lack of robustness for the supervisor trained only in s0. This is because
the supervisor learns to use the random clockwise walk initially which performs
poorly under the presence of additional blockages, causing agents to become
trapped in certain areas. However, when trained over one additional environment
state with s1, we see improved performance even in s4 despite not being trained
over that state. This suggests that in this case, it’s not crucial to expose the
supervisor to the most difficult state s4.
We also notice that the supervisor trained on s0 and s3 performs highly in
each environment state but also achieves the highest scores in s0 and s1, out-
performing the supervisor which specialises to s0. These findings suggest in this
case that it’s always better to give the supervisor a small amount of exposure
to other environment states to promote higher performance in all states with-
out having to compromise performance in s0. In both environments we observe
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that given exposure to additional states of the environment, the supervisor is
capable of adapting its strategy to maintain good performance in the worst case
scenario. Through this exposure, the supervisors identify where the most signif-
icant blockages occur and actively directs the swarm away from these areas of
the environment, taking the safest route and ensuring robust performance.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In order to achieve real-world deployment of swarms, we need to consider how to
effectively monitor and influence their behaviour. The implementation of super-
visory control of swarms enables us to promote high performing, robust solutions
to complex problems with only minimal global level interaction. In this paper we
showed that through the application of artificial swarm supervision, we were able
to take advantage of different swarm behaviours to effectively search complex
environments. We identified that when training a supervisor without the pres-
ence of uncertainty, the emergent strategies were not robust to variations in the
environment. By evolving over the worst case scenario where critical blockages
were present, we observed that the supervisor learned to direct the swarm away
from these blockage points and adapt its approach and use different behaviours.
We also identified that evolving over only slight variations in the environment
made supervision significantly more robust to the most critical blockages which
it had not been exposed to. All of these supervisory solutions were achieved us-
ing concise sequences of behaviours, relying on the autonomy of the swarm and
learning how best to utilise the available behaviours.
Future work will explore how we can evolve robust supervision with the
worst case scenario in greater detail and how this compares to evolving over
randomly chosen states. In addition, we will investigate a broader spectrum of
environments to understand to what extent our findings generalize.
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